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Devil Take The Hindmost A History Of Financial Speculation
This seventh edition of an investment classic has been thoroughly revised and expanded following the latest crises to hit
international markets. Renowned economist Robert Z. Aliber introduces the concept that global financial crises in recent
years are not independent events, but symptomatic of an inherent instability in the international system.
The purpose of this book is to help readers understand the basics of stock market investing. Material covered includes
the difference between stocks and businesses, what constitutes a good business, when to buy and sell stocks, and how
to value individual stocks. The book also includes a chapter covering four case studies as well as a supplemental chapter
on the pros and cons of real estate versus stock market investing.
This extended autobiographical essay explains in clear, engaging terms how the role of economics and finance in the
Western world has shifted in the twenty-first century, from cultivating wellbeing in society to eroding the wealth of the
middle class. Just a handful of years into the new millennium, globalization has had a profound impact on economies and
societies throughout Europe and America. In this accessible yet literary work, Edoardo Nesi and Guido Maria Brera
illustrate its effects in Italy through the changes that occurred in their own lives: while the former was forced to sell the
textile company his grandfather founded before World War II, the latter became one of the key figures in European asset
management. Between Bill Clinton's remarks at the Lincoln Memorial on December 31, 1999 that closed the American
Century, and Donald Trump's inauguration speech, economics and finance stopped functioning as instruments
constructing a healthy society and became weapons to destroy the middle class. As demagogues seduce citizens of
nations across the globe, Everything Is Broken Up and Dances tells the critical story of how we corrupted what we might
in retrospect call "the best of all possible worlds"--a world without banking crises, unemployment, terrorism, and
populism, in which it was impossible to think that a state might default on its debt.
First published: Boston: Wellspring Press, 1974.
Experienced analysts provide data on investment opportunities in over 140 countries and relate this data into risk and
cost for those wanting to build their portfolios
CLOUD ATLAS, David Mitchell's bestselling Man Booker Prize-shortlisted novel which was also one of Richard & Judy's
100 Books of the Decade, has now been adapted for film. In this enhanced edition you can read the original novel along
with a new essay by David Mitchell about the transformation of his novel into a film, and watch four exclusive videos
about the book and film. The major motion picture, directed by Lana Wachowski, Tom Tykwer, and Andy Wachowski,
stars Tom Hanks, Halle Berry, Susan Sarandon, Jim Sturgess, Ben Whishaw, Jim Broadbent Hugo Weaving, Doona
Bae, James D'Arcy, Zhou Xun, Keith David and Hugh Grant. The novel features six characters in interlocking stories,
each interrupting the one before it: a reluctant voyager crossing the Pacific in 1850; a disinherited composer blagging a
precarious livelihood in between-the-wars Belgium; a high-minded journalist in Governor Reagan's California; a vanity
publisher fleeing his gangland creditors; a genetically modified dinery server on death-row; and Zachry, a young Pacific
islander witnessing the nightfall of science and civilisation. The narrators of CLOUD ATLAS hear each other's echoes
down the corridor of history and their destinies are changed in ways great and small. Mitchell's other novels are
GHOSTWRITTEN, NUMBER9DREAM, BLACK SWAN GREEN and A THOUSAND AUTUMS OF JACOB DE ZOET, all
published by Sceptre. www.sceptrebooks.com Facebook: Sceptre Books Twitter: SceptreBooks
This account of the sophisticated financial hub that was 17th-century Amsterdam “does a fine job of bringing history to
life” (Library Journal). The launch of the Dutch East India Company in 1602 initiated Amsterdam’s transformation from a
regional market town into a dominant financial center. The Company introduced easily transferable shares, and within
days buyers had begun to trade them. Soon the public was engaging in a variety of complex transactions, including
forwards, futures, options, and bear raids, and by 1680 the techniques deployed in the Amsterdam market were as
sophisticated as any we practice today. Lodewijk Petram’s award-winning history demystifies financial instruments by
linking today’s products to yesterday’s innovations, tying the market’s operation to the behavior of individuals and the
workings of the world around them. Traveling back in time, Petram visits the harbor and other places where merchants
met to strike deals. He bears witness to the goings-on at a notary’s office and sits in on the consequential proceedings of
a courtroom. He describes in detail the main players, investors, shady characters, speculators, and domestic servants
and other ordinary folk, who all played a role in the development of the market and its crises. His history clarifies
concerns that investors still struggle with today—such as fraud, the value of information, trust and the place of honor,
managing diverging expectations, and balancing risk—and does so in a way that is vivid, relatable, and critical to
understanding our contemporary world.
Why do stock and housing markets sometimes experience amazing booms followed by massive busts and why is this
happening more and more frequently? Boom and Bust reveals why bubbles happen, and why some bubbles have
catastrophic economic, social and political consequences, whilst others have actually benefited society.
Praise for Don't Count On It! "This collection of Jack Bogle's writings couldn't be more timely. The clarity of his thinking—and his
insistence on the relevance of ethical standards—are totally relevant as we strive to rebuild a broken financial system. For too many
years, his strong voice has been lost amid the cacophony of competing self-interests, misdirected complexity, and unbounded
greed. Read, learn, and support Jack's mission to reform the industry that has been his life's work." —PAUL VOLCKER, Chairman
of the President's Economic Recovery Advisory Board and former Chairman of the Federal Reserve (1979–1987) "Jack Bogle has
given investors throughout the world more wisdom and plain financial 'horse sense' than any person in the history of markets. This
compendium of his best writings, particularly his post-crisis guidance, is absolutely essential reading for investors and those who
care about the future of our society." —ARTHUR LEVITT, former Chairman, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission "Jack
Bogle is one of the most lucid men in finance." —NASSIM N.TALEB, PhD, author of The Black Swan "Jack Bogle is one of the
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financial wise men whose experience spans the post–World War II years. This book, encompassing his insights on financial
behavior, pitfalls, and remedies, with a special focus on mutual funds, is an essential read. We can only benefit from his
observations." —HENRY KAUFMAN, President, Henry Kaufman & Company, Inc. "It was not an easy sell. The joke at first was that
only finance professors invested in Vanguard's original index fund. But what a triumph it has been. And what a focused and
passionate drive it took: it is a zero-sum game and only costs are certain. Thank you, Jack." —JEREMY GRANTHAM, Cofounder
and Chairman, GMO "On finance, Jack Bogle thinks unconventionally. So, this sound rebel turns out to be right most of the time.
Meanwhile, many of us sometimes engage in self-deception. So, this book will set us straight. And in the last few pages, Jack
writes, and I agree, that Peter Bernstein was a giant. So is Jack Bogle." —JEAN-MARIE EVEILLARD, Senior Adviser, First Eagle
Investment Management Insights into investing and leadership from the founder of The Vanguard Group Throughout his legendary
career, John Bogle-founder of the Vanguard mutual fund group and creator of the first index mutual fund-has helped investors
build wealth the right way, while, at the same time, leading a tireless campaign to restore common sense to the investment world.
A collection of essays based on speeches delivered to professional groups and college students in recent years, in Don't Count on
It is organized around eight themes Illusion versus reality in investing Indexing to market returns Failures of capitalism The flawed
structure of the mutual fund industry The spirit of entrepreneurship What is enough in business, and in life Advice to America's
future leaders The unforgettable characters who have shaped his career Widely acclaimed for his role as the conscience of the
mutual fund industry and a relentless advocate for individual investors, in Don't Count on It, Bogle continues to inspire, while
pushing the mutual fund industry to measure up to their promise.
The jargon of economics and finance contains numerous colorful terms for market-asset prices at odds with any reasonable
economic explanation. Examples include "bubble," "tulipmania," "chain letter," "Ponzi scheme," "panic," "crash," "herding," and
"irrational exuberance." Although such a term suggests that an event is inexplicably crowd-driven, what it really means, claims
Peter Garber, is that we have grasped a near-empty explanation rather than expend the effort to understand the event. In this
book Garber offers market-fundamental explanations for the three most famous bubbles: the Dutch Tulipmania (1634-1637), the
Mississippi Bubble (1719-1720), and the closely connected South Sea Bubble (1720). He focuses most closely on the Tulipmania
because it is the event that most modern observers view as clearly crazy. Comparing the pattern of price declines for initially rare
eighteenth-century bulbs to that of seventeenth-century bulbs, he concludes that the extremely high prices for rare bulbs and their
rapid decline reflects normal pricing behavior. In the cases of the Mississippi and South Sea Bubbles, he describes the asset
markets and financial manipulations involved in these episodes and casts them as market fundamentals.
Quests are overrated All his life, Prince Rupert thrilled in the glorious exploits of his royal ancestors. Finally embarking on his own
heroic journey, Rupert realizes there’s a lot the minstrels leave out of their songs. On the hunt for a mythical dragon, besieged by
demons, and navigating the cursed Darkwood with a smart-mouthed unicorn, Rupert is becoming somewhat disenchanted with
legends. But even if he succeeds, peril awaits, because the king never intended for his spare heir to return from this fool’s errand.
Now, with the help of a few unusual allies, Rupert must make up the story as he goes--outmaneuvering assassins, thwarting the
voracious spread of the Darkwood, and grappling with rumors of a powerful evil’s return. Rupert may not be the hero Forest
Kingdom wanted, but at this rate, he’s the only one they’re going to get. New York Times bestselling author Simon R. Green’s
trademark wit and genre-twisting narrative sparkles in Blue Moon Rising, the first book of The Forest Kingdom series.
We live in an age of serial asset bubbles and spectacular busts. Economists, policymakers, central bankers and most people in
the financial world have been blindsided by these busts, while investors have lost trillions. Economists argue that bubbles can only
be spotted after they burst and that market moves are unpredictable. Yet Marathon Asset Management, a London-based
investment firm managing over $50 billion of assets has developed a relatively simple method for identifying and potentially
avoiding them: follow the money, or rather the trail of investment. Bubbles whether they affect a whole economy or merely a single
industry, tend to attract a splurge of capital spending. Excessive investment drives down returns and leads inexorably to a bust.
This was the case with both the technology bubble at the turn of the century and the US housing bubble which followed shortly
after. More recently, vast sums have been invested in mining and energy. From an investor's perspective, the trick is to avoid
investing in sectors, or markets, where investment spending is unduly elevated and competition is fierce, and to put one's money
to work where capital expenditure is depressed, competitive conditions are more favourable and, as a result, prospective
investment returns are higher. This capital cycle strategy encourages investors to eschew the simple 'growth' and 'value'
dichotomy and identify firms that can deliver superior returns either because capital has been taken out of an industry, or because
the business has strong barriers to entry (what Warren Buffett refers to as a 'moat'). Some of Marathon's most successful
investments have come from obscure, sometimes niche operations whose businesses are protected from the destructive forces of
the capital cycle. Capital Returns is a comprehensive introduction to the theory and practical implementation of the capital cycle
approach to investment. Edited and with an introduction by Edward Chancellor, the book brings together 60 of the most insightful
reports written between 2002 and 2014 by Marathon portfolio managers. Capital Returns provides key insights into the capital
cycle strategy, all supported with real life examples from global brewers to the semiconductor industry - showing how this
approach can be usefully applied to different industry conditions and how, prior to 2008, it helped protect assets from financial
catastrophe. This book will be a welcome reference for serious investors who looking to maximise portfolio returns over the long
run.
Everything from home mortgages to climate change has become financialized, as vast fortunes are generated by individuals who
build nothing of lasting value. Das shows how "extreme money" has become ever more unreal; how "voodoo banking" continues to
generate massive phony profits even now; and how a new generation of "Masters of the Universe" has come to domiinate the
world.
A compelling narrative on what went wrong with our financial system—and who’s to blame. From an award-winning journalist who
has been covering the industry for more than a decade, The Devil’s Derivatives charts the untold story of modern financial
innovation—how investment banks invented new financial products, how investors across the world were wooed into buying them,
how regulators were seduced by the political rewards of easy credit, and how speculators made a killing from the near-meltdown
of the financial system. Author Nicholas Dunbar demystifies the revolution that briefly gave finance the same intellectual
respectability as theoretical physics. He explains how bankers worldwide created a secret trillion-dollar machine that delivered
cheap mortgages to the masses and riches beyond dreams to the financial innovators. Fundamental to this saga is how “the
people who hated to lose” were persuaded to accept risk by “the people who loved to win.” Why did people come to trust and
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respect arcane financial tools? Who were the bankers competing to assemble the basic components into increasingly intricate
machines? How did this process achieve its own unstoppable momentum—ending in collapse, bailouts, and a public outcry against
the giants of finance? Provocative and intriguing, The Devil’s Derivatives sheds much-needed light on the forces that fueled the
most brutal economic downturn since the Great Depression.
“Timely and important . . . It should be our North Star for the recovery and beyond.” —Hillary Clinton “Sperling makes a forceful
case that only by speaking to matters of the spirit can liberals root their belief in economic justice in people’s deepest
aspirations—in their sense of purpose and self-worth.” —The New York Times When Gene Sperling was in charge of coordinating
economic policy in the Obama White House, he found himself surprised when serious people in Washington told him that the
Obama focus on health care was a distraction because it was “not focused on the economy.” How, he asked, was the fear felt by
millions of Americans of being one serious illness away from financial ruin not considered an economic issue? Too often, Sperling
found that we measured economic success by metrics like GDP instead of whether the economy was succeeding in lifting up the
sense of meaning, purpose, fulfillment, and security of people. In Economic Dignity, Sperling frames the way forward in a time of
wrenching change and offers a vision of an economy whose guiding light is the promotion of dignity for all Americans.
A landmark in jazz studies, Thinking in Jazz reveals as never before how musicians, both individually and collectively, learn to
improvise. Chronicling leading musicians from their first encounters with jazz to the development of a unique improvisatory voice,
Paul Berliner documents the lifetime of preparation that lies behind the skilled improviser's every idea. The product of more than
fifteen years of immersion in the jazz world, Thinking in Jazz combines participant observation with detailed musicological
analysis, the author's experience as a jazz trumpeter, interpretations of published material by scholars and performers, and, above
all, original data from interviews with more than fifty professional musicians: bassists George Duvivier and Rufus Reid; drummers
Max Roach, Ronald Shannon Jackson, and Akira Tana; guitarist Emily Remler; pianists Tommy Flanagan and Barry Harris;
saxophonists Lou Donaldson, Lee Konitz, and James Moody; trombonist Curtis Fuller; trumpeters Doc Cheatham, Art Farmer,
Wynton Marsalis, and Red Rodney; vocalists Carmen Lundy and Vea Williams; and others. Together, the interviews provide
insight into the production of jazz by great artists like Betty Carter, Miles Davis, Dizzy Gillespie, Coleman Hawkins, and Charlie
Parker. Thinking in Jazz overflows with musical examples from the 1920s to the present, including original transcriptions (keyed to
commercial recordings) of collective improvisations by Miles Davis's and John Coltrane's groups. These transcriptions provide
additional insight into the structure and creativity of jazz improvisation and represent a remarkable resource for jazz musicians as
well as students and educators. Berliner explores the alternative ways—aural, visual, kinetic, verbal, emotional, theoretical,
associative—in which these performers conceptualize their music and describes the delicate interplay of soloist and ensemble in
collective improvisation. Berliner's skillful integration of data concerning musical development, the rigorous practice and thought
artists devote to jazz outside of performance, and the complexities of composing in the moment leads to a new understanding of
jazz improvisation as a language, an aesthetic, and a tradition. This unprecedented journey to the heart of the jazz tradition will
fascinate and enlighten musicians, musicologists, and jazz fans alike.
Devil Take the HindmostA History of Financial SpeculationPlume Books
The 1960s bull market was a wild time of unbridled growth and stellar performance. It remains a pivotal era in American financial history, a
time of corporate gunslingers, mutual funds, new-issue stocks, Chinese money, and the conglomerates. But it is also a cautionary tale of Wall
Street for today's investor, chronicling the personalities, markets, events, and trends that drove stocks up throughout the 1960s and made
millionaires of many - until the inevitable crashes in the 1970s. The Go-Go Years is the harrowing and humorous story of the growth stocks of
the 1960s and how their meteoric rise caused a multitude of small investors to thrive until the devastating market crashes in the 1970s. It was
a time when greed drove the market and fast money was being made and lost as the 'go-go' stocks surged and plunged. Included are the
stories of such high-profile personalities as H. Ross Perot who lost $450 million in one day, Saul Steinberg's attempt to take over Chemical
Bank, and the fall of America's 'Last Gatsby,' Eddie Gilbert. 'Those for whom the stock market is mostly a spectator sport will relish the book's
verve, color, and memorable one-liners.' New York Review of Books
Shortlisted for the Orwell Prize 2016 We all depend on the finance sector. We need it to store our money, manage our payments, finance
housing stock, restore infrastructure, fund retirement and support new business. But these roles comprise only a tiny sliver of the sector's
activity: the vast majority of lending is within the finance sector. So what is it all for? What is the purpose of this activity? And why is it so
profitable? John Kay, a distinguished economist with wide experience of the financial sector, argues that the industry's perceived profitability
is partly illusory, and partly an appropriation of wealth created elsewhere - of other people's money. The financial sector, he shows, has
grown too large, detached itself from ordinary business and everyday life, and has become an industry that mostly trades with itself, talks to
itself, and judges itself by reference to standards which it has itself generated. And the outside world has itself adopted those standards,
bailing out financial institutions that have failed all of us through greed and mismanagement. We need finance, but today we have far too
much of a good thing. In Other People's Money John Kay shows in his inimitable style what has gone wrong in the dark heart of finance.
"Makes a reader feel like a time traveler plopped down among men who were by turns vicious and visionary."—The Christian Science Monitor
The modern American economy was the creation of four men: Andrew Carnegie, John D. Rockefeller, Jay Gould, and J. P. Morgan. They
were the giants of the Gilded Age, a moment of riotous growth that established America as the richest, most inventive, and most productive
country on the planet. Acclaimed author Charles R. Morris vividly brings the men and their times to life. The ruthlessly competitive Carnegie,
the imperial Rockefeller, and the provocateur Gould were obsessed with progress, experiment, and speed. They were balanced by Morgan,
the gentleman businessman, who fought, instead, for a global trust in American business. Through their antagonism and their verve, they
built an industrial behemoth—and a country of middle-class consumers. The Tycoons tells the incredible story of how these four determined
men wrenched the economy into the modern age, inventing a nation of full economic participation that could not have been imagined only a
few decades earlier.
A trusted economic commentator provides a penetrating account of the threats to China's continued economic rise Under President Xi
Jinping, China has become a large and confident power both at home and abroad, but the country also faces serious challenges. In this
critical take on China's future, economist George Magnus explores four key traps that China must confront and overcome in order to thrive:
debt, middle income, the Renminbi, and an aging population. Looking at the political direction President Xi Jinping is taking, Magnus argues
that Xi's authoritarian and repressive philosophy is ultimately not compatible with the country's economic aspirations. Thorough and well
researched, the book also investigates the potential for conflicts over trade, China's evolving relationship with Trump, and the country's
attempt to win influence and control in Eurasia through the Belt and Road initiative.
The uncompromising work of electric guitarist Allan Holdsworth is revered by some of the most accomplished musicians in rock, jazz, fusion
and metal, including such ground-breaking artists as Steve Vai, John McLaughlin, Eddie Van Halen, Alex Lifeson, Frank Zappa, Joe Satriani,
and countless others. Starting off his career with bands such as The Tony Williams New Lifetime, Bruford, U.K., and Soft Machine, in the
early 1980s Holdsworth began releasing music under his own name, with bands comprised of some of the most creatively virtuosic players in
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rock and jazz. Aside from developing one of the most unique and recognizable styles in electric guitar, Holdsworth also pioneered the role of
guitar synthesis in jazz composition and improvisation, and his work in the medium eventually gained the complexity and cinematic flavor of
orchestral music (although achieved through electronic textures). This book (originally published in blog form as "A Thread of Lunacy:
Appreciation and Analysis of the Otherworldly Music of Allan Holdsworth") traces the development of Holdsworth's musical works from 1969
to 2017 by examining more than 60 records which he led or recorded on. In addition to detailed musical explorations of these records,
hundreds of published and unpublished interview fragments from print and online sources have been organized (by album) in order to give an
idea of the circumstances behind each record and each stage of Holdsworth's career. Although this book is a perfect reference for Allan
Holdsworth fans, another aim of this book is to help new listeners enter the frequently misunderstood universe of this "ahead-of-his-time"
guitar genius. A full explanation of Holdsworth's approach to music composition and improvisation is presented, designed to be appreciated
and understood by both casual music fans and advanced players.
The Chinese economy appears destined for failure, the financial bubble forever in peril of popping, the real estate sector doomed to collapse,
the factories fated for bankruptcy. Banks drowning in bad loans. An urban landscape littered with ghost towns of empty property. Industrial
zones stalked by zombie firms. Trade tariffs blocking the path to global markets. And yet, against the odds and against expectations, growth
continues, wealth rises, international influence expands. The coming collapse of China is always coming, never arriving. Thomas Orlik, a
veteran of more than a decade in Beijing, turns the spotlight on China's fragile fundamentals, and resources for resilience. Drawing on
discussions with Communist cadres, shadow bankers, and migrant workers, Orlik pieces together a unique perspective on China's past,
present, and possible futures. From Deng Xiaoping's reform and opening to Donald Trump's trade war, Orlik traces the policy steps and
missteps that have taken China to the brink of a "Lehman moment" credit crisis. Delving into the balance sheets for banks, corporates, and
local governments, he plumbs the depths of financial risks. From Japan in 1989, to Korea in 1997, to the U.S. in 2007, he positions China in
the context of a rolling series of global crisis. Mapping possible scenarios, Orlik games out what will happens if the bubble that never pops
finally does. The magnitude of the shock to China and the world would be tremendous. For those in the West nervously watching China's rise
as a geopolitical challenger, the alternative could be even less palatable.
Since the 2008 financial crisis, a resurgence of interest in economic and financial history has occurred among investment professionals. This
book discusses some of the lessons drawn from the past that may help practitioners when thinking about their portfolios. The book’s editors,
David Chambers and Elroy Dimson, are the academic leaders of the Newton Centre for Endowment Asset Management at the University of
Cambridge in the United Kingdom.

THIS HAS HAPPENED BEFORE. The current financial crisis has only one parallel: the Wall Street Crash of 1929 and
subsequent Great Depression of the 1930s, which crippled the future of an entire generation and set the stage for the
horrors of the Second World War. Yet the economic meltdown could have been avoided, had it not been for the decisions
taken by a small number of central bankers. In Lords of Finance, we meet these men, the four bankers who truly broke
the world: the enigmatic Norman Montagu of the bank of England, Benjamin Strong of the NY Federal Reserve, the
arrogant yet brilliant Hjalmar Schacht of the Reichsbanlk and the xenophobic Emile Moreau of the Banque de France.
Their names were lost to history, their lives and actions forgotten, until now. Liaquat Ahamed tells their story in vivid and
gripping detail, in a timely and arresting reminder that individuals - their ambitions, limitations and human nature - lie at
the very heart of global catastrophe.
Based on the Allan Holdsworth REH video. Allan discusses his unique approach to scales, chords and improvising.
Beginning with a complete discussion of 15 different scales, Allan shows how he derives his extraordinary chord voicings
from these scales. Includes five fully transcribed songs. In standard notation and tab.
An award-winning scholar and teacher explores how Shakespeare’s greatest characters were built on a learned sense of
empathyWhile exploring Shakespeare’s plays with her students, Paula Marantz Cohen discovered that teaching and
discussing his plays unlocked a surprising sense of compassion in the classroom. In this short and illuminating book, she
shows how Shakespeare’s genius lay with his ability to arouse empathy, even when his characters exist in alien contexts
and behave in reprehensible ways.Cohen takes her readers through a selection of Shakespeare’s most famous plays,
including Hamlet, Othello, King Lear, and The Merchant of Venice, to demonstrate the ways in which Shakespeare
thought deeply and clearly about how we treat “the other.” Cohen argues that only through close reading of
Shakespeare can we fully appreciate his empathetic response to race, class, gender, and age. Wise, eloquent, and
thoughtful, this book is a forceful argument for literature’s power to champion what is best in us.
When the stock market crashed in 1929, Benjamin Roth was a young lawyer in Youngstown, Ohio. After he began to
grasp the magnitude of what had happened to American economic life, he decided to set down his impressions in his
diary. This collection of those entries reveals another side of the Great Depression—one lived through by ordinary, middleclass Americans, who on a daily basis grappled with a swiftly changing economy coupled with anxiety about the unknown
future. Roth's depiction of life in time of widespread foreclosures, a schizophrenic stock market, political unrest and mass
unemployment seem to speak directly to readers today.
"There is one thing that can be said about A Fool and His Moneythat cannot be said about any other colume of
investment advice:You will never make a penny from the information in this book. Nowork on the subject of personal
finance has even tried to make thisclaim before. That is because works on the subject of personalfinance are all lying.
John Rothchild is the only fully honestauthor in the genre."--from the Foreword by P. J. O'Rourke. A veritable gold mine
of comic insight into the predicament of anaverage investor's avid pursuit of wealth, A Fool and His Money isJohn
Rothchild's critically acclaimed personal account of a yeardevoted to investing his money in the markets. The
entireinvestment world--its characters, institutions, customs, andmyths-passes under Rothchild's sharp and profoundly
humorousscrutiny. Acclaim for A Fool and His Money "What makes this book so good is that Rothchild can explain
thingslike naked puts . . . and leave the reader both edified andlaughing. . . . Witty, fast-paced, and
educational."--TheWashington Post. "You'll relish John Rothchild's comic tale. . . . The book nearsguaranteed
delight."--Newsday. "A Fool and His Money may be the funniest book about investing everwritten. It's a reader's capital
gain."--New York Post. You set aside some money, quit your job, devote yourself entirelyto studying the markets, and
start to invest. Then, through hardwork and your own magical intuition, you become so wealthy yourmajor concern is
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finding a fashionable hobby to soak up yourabundant leisure time. All in about a year. Now, thanks to this hugely
entertaining and informative book, youcan live out the fantasy without risking your money, your job--oryour sanity. Since
its acclaimed debut a decade ago, A Fool and His Money hasbecome a treasured investment classic. It's the comic,
firsthandaccount of a first-time investor who sets out to make his wildestmoney dreams come true. In a surge of optimism
and enterprise, financial writer JohnRothchild drops everything to devote an entire year to learning howto invest a modest
sum of money. Motivated by a sincere desire toget rich, he undertakes his mission by systematically studying asmuch as
he can about the markets and how they really operate. Hefearlessly asks the most basic questions, observes
theprofessionals at work, studies the newsletters, makes investments,and reports back on everything--including his own
highly personaland often hilarious reactions. With Rothchild as your guide through the marketplace, you will: * Eavesdrop
as his broker explains in fluent double-talk why heshould buy a certain "hot stock" * Share in his buyer's remorse as
Rothchild purchases an unknowntechnology company stock that puts him on an emotional rollercoaster * Be humbled as
he enters the almighty Federal Reserve Bank andstruggles to understand its omnipotent power over his personalfinances
* Witness the excitement and confusion of the Commodities Exchangeand find out what pork bellies really are * Hear
firsthand the enigmatic and undoubtedly wise words ofvarious wizards of Wall Street * Sympathize with Rothchild as he
explains his transactions to hisloved ones * Blush as he shamelessly attempts to deceive them. In a gesture of pure
magnanimity, Rothchild also includes thehard-won bits of wisdom he calls his "25 Useful Tips"--whichinclude such sage
advice as "Never buy anything from a broker at anairport"--and his handy "Fool's Glossary," which clarifies many ofthe
technical terms used in the book. Clever, funny, and informative, A Fool and His Money will rewardinvestors at all levels
of experience with a revelation on everypage.
Half of this new, post-Cold War world is intent on building a better Lexus, on streamlining their societies and economies
for the global marketplace, while the other half is locked in elemental struggles over who owns which olive tree, which
strip of land.
Examines stock market speculation since the seventeenth century, discussing the range of motivations of investors and
the effects on economies throughout history.
Lists recorded usages and meaning for hundreds of proverbs arranged by key word, from "Absence makes the heart
grow fonder" to "Youth must be served."
A Business Week, New York Times Business, and USA Today Bestseller "Ambitious and readable . . . an engaging
introduction to the oddsmakers, whom Bernstein regards as true humanists helping to release mankind from the choke
holds of superstition and fatalism." —The New York Times "An extraordinarily entertaining and informative book." —The
Wall Street Journal "A lively panoramic book . . . Against the Gods sets up an ambitious premise and then delivers on it."
—Business Week "Deserves to be, and surely will be, widely read." —The Economist "[A] challenging book, one that may
change forever the way people think about the world." —Worth "No one else could have written a book of such central
importance with so much charm and excitement." —Robert Heilbroner author, The Worldly Philosophers "With his
wonderful knowledge of the history and current manifestations of risk, Peter Bernstein brings us Against the Gods.
Nothing like it will come out of the financial world this year or ever. I speak carefully: no one should miss it." —John
Kenneth Galbraith Professor of Economics Emeritus, Harvard University In this unique exploration of the role of risk in
our society, Peter Bernstein argues that the notion of bringing risk under control is one of the central ideas that
distinguishes modern times from the distant past. Against the Gods chronicles the remarkable intellectual adventure that
liberated humanity from oracles and soothsayers by means of the powerful tools of risk management that are available to
us today. "An extremely readable history of risk." —Barron's "Fascinating . . . this challenging volume will help you
understand the uncertainties that every investor must face." —Money "A singular achievement." —Times Literary
Supplement "There's a growing market for savants who can render the recondite intelligibly-witness Stephen Jay Gould
(natural history), Oliver Sacks (disease), Richard Dawkins (heredity), James Gleick (physics), Paul Krugman
(economics)-and Bernstein would mingle well in their company." —The Australian
Winner of the Dundee International Book Prize At £10,000, the Dundee International Book Prize is the richest prize for an
unpubished novel in the UK. This year's winning title, Devil Take the Hindmost, is a gripping historical noir set during the
amphetamine-fuelled craze for velodrome racing which took London by storm in the late 1920s. Into this world stumbles
Paul, a bewildered Scottish farmboy running away from home. Powerfully built with a fierce passion for cycling, he is
taken under the wing of Silas, a local loan shark, and from there enters a world he is ill-equipped to survive. As the races
get harder, the bets get larger, and the terrifying Mr Morton starts to take an interest in Paul's career. For fans of Peaky
Blinders and Brighton Rock, Devil Take the Hindmost is a thrilling ride through a historical London that is rarely visited. 'A
Graham Greene-esque noir with suspense and peril. I loved the cut back and forth of the time line to create drama..."
Denise Mina, author and judge, Dundee International Book Prize 'Intriguing, thrilling and brilliantly realised. A fantastic
debut.' Danny Wallace, author, broadcaster and judge, Dundee International Book Prize 'Perhaps the first cycling noir I've
ever read, Martin Cathcart's excellent debut, Devil Take the Hindmost, is filled with early twentieth century period detail
and a slow-burn sense of menace that builds over the course of its twisting plot. But a good plot is nothing without
character, and in the innocent abroad Paul and his new 'friend' Silas, we have one of the finest double acts I've read in a
while. Devil Take the Hindmost is an assured first novel from an author who deserves to overtake the competition and
race to take first place.' Russel D McLean, author of the J McNee detective series
A lively and original history of stock market speculation from the 17th cent. to 1998. Traces the origins of the speculative
spirit back to ancient Rome and chronicles its revival in the modern world: from the tulip scandal of 1630s Holland, to
"stockjobbing" in London's Exchange Alley, to the infamous South Sea Bubble of 1720. Here are brokers underwriting
risks such as highway robbery; lottery tickets circulating as money; wise and unwise investors such as Benjamin Disraeli
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and Ivan Boesky. From the Gilded Age to the Roaring 20s, from the 19th-cent. railway mania to the crash of 1929, and
through to Day Traders, this book tells a fascinating story of human dreams and folly through the ages.
Inside the engine-room of China's economic growth—the China Development Bank Anyone wanting a primer on the
secret of China's economic success need look no further than China Development Bank (CDB)—which has displaced the
World Bank as the world's biggest development bank, lending billions to countries around the globe to further Chinese
policy goals. In China’s Superbank, Bloomberg authors Michael Forsythe and Henry Sanderson outline how the bank is
at the center of China's domestic economic growth and how it is helping to expand China's influence in strategically
important overseas markets. 100 percent owned by the Chinese government, the CDB holds the key to understanding
the inner workings of China's state-led economic development model, and its most glaring flaws. The bank is at the
center of the country's efforts to build a world-class network of highways, railroads, and power grids, pioneering a lending
scheme to local governments that threatens to spawn trillions of yuan in bad loans. It is doling out credit lines by the
billions to Chinese solar and wind power makers, threatening to bury global competitors with a flood of cheap products.
Another $45 billion in credit has been given to the country's two biggest telecom equipment makers who are using the
money to win contracts around the globe, helping fulfill the goal of China's leaders for its leading companies to "go
global." Bringing the story of China Development Bank to life by crisscrossing China to investigate the quality of its loans,
China’s Superbank travels the globe, from Africa, where its China-Africa fund is displacing Western lenders in a battle for
influence, to the oil fields of Venezuela. Offers a fascinating insight into the China Development Bank (CDB), the driver of
China's rapid economic development Travels the globe to show how the CDB is helping Chinese businesses "go global"
Written by two respected reporters at Bloomberg News As China's influence continues to grow around the world, many
people are asking how far it will extend. China’s Superbank addresses these vital questions, looking at the institution at
the heart of this growth.
Praise for THE PANIC OF 1907 "Before reading The Panic of 1907, the year 1907 seemed like a long time ago and a
different world. The authors, however, bring this story alive in a fast-moving book, and the reader sees how events of that
time are very relevant for today's financial world. In spite of all of our advances, including a stronger monetary system
and modern tools for managing risk, Bruner and Carr help us understand that we are not immune to a future crisis."
—Dwight B. Crane, Baker Foundation Professor, Harvard Business School "Bruner and Carr provide a thorough, masterly,
and highly readable account of the 1907 crisis and its management by the great private banker J. P. Morgan. Congress
heeded the lessons of 1907, launching the Federal Reserve System in 1913 to prevent banking panics and foster
financial stability. We still have financial problems. But because of 1907 and Morgan, a century later we have a respected
central bank as well as greater confidence in our money and our banks than our great-grandparents had in theirs."
—Richard Sylla, Henry Kaufman Professor of the History of Financial Institutions and Markets, and Professor of
Economics, Stern School of Business, New York University "A fascinating portrayal of the events and personalities of the
crisis and panic of 1907. Lessons learned and parallels to the present have great relevance. Crises and panics are as
much a part of our future as our past." —John Strangfeld, Vice Chairman, Prudential Financial "Who would have thought
that a hundred years after the Panic of 1907 so much remained to be written about it? Bruner and Carr break significant
new ground because they are willing to do the heavy lifting of combing through massive archival material to identify and
weave together important facts. Their book will be of interest not only to banking theorists and financial historians, but
also to business school and economics students, for its rare ability to teach so clearly why and how a panic unfolds."
—Charles Calomiris, Henry Kaufman Professor of Financial Institutions, Graduate School of Business, Columbia
University
Examines financial crises of the past and discusses similarities between these events and the current crisis, presenting
and comparing historical patterns in bank failures, inflation, debt, currency, housing, employment, and government
spending.
Capital Account relates the story of the world’s greatest investment bubble from the perspective of professional
investors. The book, comprised of selected reports from Marathon Asset Management, a successful global investment
firm, explains how shareholder value - the notion that companies should be run in the interests of their shareholders became corrupted in this era of frenzied finance. Senior managers, succumbing to the lure of stock option fortunes, took
to manipulating their company’s earnings. Professional investors, interested only in maintaining their investment
performance over the next quarter, were willing abettors. The ‘croupiers’ of Wall Street, also know as investment
bankers, whipped up the euphoria and peddled to investors superficially plausible stories, ‘MacGuffins’, in order to
generate huge fees for themselves. As a result, by the turn of the century almost the entire investment community had
become fixated with chasing short-term profits at the expense of long-term returns for clients. By the end of 2002 this
cynical game had ended in investment disaster- the world’s stock markets having produced more than $15 trillion of
losses since their peak. Yet to a large extent, the outcome was predictable to those investors who had retained a
disciplined approach to investment analysis throughout the bull market. This book introduces the ‘capital cycle’
approach to investment - an approach that brings together ideas from the fields of behavioral finance, economic theory
and business analysis. Capital cycle analysis - based on the apparently simple insight that investor euphoria leads to
excessive investment in the real world and subsequent poor returns for shareholders - enabled Marathon to identify at an
early stage the inevitable collapse of the technology and telecoms bubble.
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